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Objectives:

● Increase educator awareness of Full Frame’s education programs

● Shift perspective on what documentary film looks like in the classroom

● Utilize the language of Bloom’s Taxonomy to incite critical thinking skills 
around documentary film 

● Review additional documentary film resources for educators from PBS’ POV

● Create a lesson or unit plan concept that centers around a documentary film 
and adds value to your content and classroom



Who am I? 
● Full-time Durham Public Schools Teacher. I run the AIG (gifted and talented

program) at Neal Middle School. I teach elective classes to students involved in that 
program. Prior to that, I taught 7th and 8th Grade ELA for 8 years.

● Former Teach the Teachers participant (2014), which transformed my practice as an 
educator and changed the way I saw documentary film. 

● Teach the Teachers Lead in 2015 and 2016.

● Full Frame Education Coordinator, managing all of Full Frame’s education programs. 



Who is Full Frame?
● An annual international event dedicated to the theatrical exhibition of nonfiction cinema
● Each spring, Full Frame welcomes filmmakers and film lovers from around the world to historic 

downtown Durham, North Carolina, for a four-day array of nearly 100 films, as well as 
discussions, panels, and Southern hospitality. 

● The festival is a program of the Center for Documentary Studies, a nonprofit 501(c)(3), and 
receives support from corporate sponsors, private foundations, and individual donors whose 
generosity provides the foundation that makes the event possible.

● Full Frame is the only documentary film festival with a dedicated education program that serves 
teachers and students in public schools. 



Full Frame’s Education Programs:

● Youth Screening: Each fall, Full Frame hosts a completely FREE field trip for DPS teachers and students to screen a 
documentary film at the Carolina Theatre in downtown Durham. The screening comes with educator resources that help 
teachers easily integrate documentary film into their classrooms. Full Frame even reimburses schools for transportation 
costs to the event! This year’s screening is set for Tuesday, November 28th. It sold out in three days! 

● Teach the Teachers: Teach the Teachers is Full Frame’s Professional Development experience for educators. DPS 
teachers apply in February and, if accepted, attend the festival for free with a cohort of like-minded educators. The 
cohort learns to utilize documentary film in their own classrooms by immersing themselves in it for the duration of the 
festival. Full Frame even pays for your sub! 

● School of Doc: Each summer, DPS high school students from across the city come together for a five week summer camp 
taught by current documentary filmmakers. Students produce their own documentary film, which is then screened at the 
festival the following year. This program is FREE to Durham Public Schools High School students! Applications open 
in early May.



Teach the Teachers Methodology
●The Teach the Teachers curriculum is rooted in John Golden’s book, Reading in the Reel 
World

●The text centers around the idea of looking at documentary film as a piece of non-fiction 
text. It encourages teachers to shift their perspective by approaching the teaching of 
documentary film the same way they would approach teaching a difficult text to their 
students.

●Teach the Teachers takes DPS teachers through the festival and puts this text in their 
hands as they are immersed in films. We talk through strategies included in the book as 
teachers screen films to help them begin to shift their perspective on how documentary 
film can be utilized in their classrooms. 



Applying Teach the Teachers Methodology to your own classroom

● Golden tells us that in order to change our perspective on what it looks like to “show a movie in 
class,” we need to start viewing documentary film as text - which means we go back to the ways 
we teach text.

● By viewing documentary films through a Bloom’s Taxonomy lens, we tap into a skill set most 
teachers have already developed. 

● Why Bloom’s?

○ Bloom’s Taxonomy is a simple model that WORKS. We see it everyday in our 
classrooms. As students acquire new information, they are able to move into more 
challenging and complex learning tasks. We KNOW they are learning by what they are 
speaking, writing, and doing. 

○ Let’s take a look at the Bloom’s Taxonomy Model together.



Bloom’s Taxonomy: Why not put learning in the hands of our students?



The Bloom’s Taxonomy Viewing Guide
● A Viewing Guide is a simple, foundational tool to create engagement between your students and 

documentary film.

● By intentionally using verbs that match each level of Bloom’s Taxonomy, we ensure our 
students are learning. No administrator can question you showing a film if you have solid proof 
that your students are engaged in critical thinking skills! 

● Just like in your classroom - as the students progress through the film, and the viewing guide, 
the levels become more complex. The thinking becomes more critical.

● Utilizing a template provides you with a scaffold and takes the “guesswork” out of integrating a 
full length film into your classroom for the first time. 

● Let’s take a look at a sample Bloom’s Taxonomy Viewing Guide for the 2017 Full Frame Youth 
Screening film, Brookyln Castle



Want more? Let’s check out the Brooklyn Castle POV 
resources!



Full Frame + POV Partnership: 
● Full Frame’s newest education initiative is a partnership with PBS’ POV–television’s longest-

running showcase for independent nonfiction films

● POV offers educators a wealth of FREE documentary film rentals and unit plans via their 
Lending library. Sign up for their Community network now - it’s like a FREE Netflix account 
for teachers! They will send you any film in their library.

● If you’ve already got a copy of the film, but are looking for ways to take your teaching farther 
than the viewing guide, check out their awesome lesson and unit plans! 

www.pbs.org/pov/educators







Next Steps
● First, sign up here for the PBS POV Community Network: https://communitynetwork.amdoc.org/

● Once you’re accepted, you can request films to be mailed to your school. You’ll also have access to all of the 
FREE educator resources already available on the POV site.

● Check those out here: http://www.pbs.org/pov/educators/

● Take a look at the resources from this webinar posted to the Full Frame website. You’ll find a copy of the 
Bloom’s Taxonomy Viewing Guide for Brooklyn Castle and a blank copy of the Bloom’s Taxonomy Viewing 
Guide Template for you to use with any film that works in your classroom. 

● Questions?

● Take our survey!


